
FORMAL 
UNIFORM 



Formal uniform is a significant 
element which identifies the 

students with the school. 

 

We request that our students 
represent the school properly.  



Each parent expects that the photographs of the 
school events will present all students in formal 

attire. 

 

Some years later we look at those photos with 
pleasure.  

 

 

 

 



Formal and Casual Wear 
Grades 0-3 



Formal Wear 
Grades 4-8 



Casual Wear 
Grades 4-8 



Improper school clothes 
for girls 

Proper school clothes 
for girls 

Students weark dark jeans without ornaments, holes, beads, 
nails, patches, applications, etc. 

Gr. 0-3 



Improper school clothes 
for boys 

Proper school clothes 
for boys 

Students weark dark jeans without ornaments, holes, beads, 
nails, patches, applications, etc. 

Gr. 0-3 



Improper school 
clothes for girls 

Proper school clothes for 
girls 

Students weark dark jeans without ornaments, holes, beads, 
nails, patches, applications, etc. 

Gr. 4-8 



Students weark dark jeans without ornaments, holes, beads, 
nails, patches, applications, etc. 

Gr. 4-8 Improper school clothes 
for boys 

Proper school clothes 
for boys 



This is how we look like in formal 
uniforms… 



and we look just perfect  



Formal Wear 
 

A jacket should have  
a classic cut and classic color. 

 
 

 

 *Peplums, frills, and white trimmings are better for other occasions  
 



Formal shirts are white 



Other elements of a formal uniform are classic 
navy blue trousers and school skirts/dresses 



The navy blue tights are an integral part of 
the formal uniform  



…and ties are compulsory 



We recommend the shoes which 
match formal uniform, i.e. formal 

shoes or black / navy blue sneakers 



From Monday to Thursday the students 
wear Polo T-shirts with the school’s logo 

and dark trousers or skirts/dresses 

*A student who does not wear a school T-shirts from Monday to 

Thursday cannot receive an exemplary behavior grade. 
 



We wear colorful clothes and tights on 
Fridays… 



…or for other special occasions 

 



…or for exceptional performances 


